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IT Overview

empower® is a distributed software solution consisting of one 
or more backend instances and multiple frontend applications. 
Backend instances can be hosted by empower® as single-
tenant SaaS or on premise or within a cloud tenant that you 
control.

Front-end applications include add-ins for Microsoft Office® on 
Windows or macOS, an offline synchronisation application used 
alongside the add-ins, as well as an additional web application.



empower® Client applications

Web App can be accessed via any web 
browser allowing access to empower 

content even without access to 
PowerPoint.

We release new versions of empower® 
every quarter, so there are 4 optional 
updates per year. An optional auto-

update component can be installed (in 
a per user installation) so that clients are 

updated automatically.

You will receive an msi (for Windows) / 
pkg (for macOS) installation package 
that can be installed via your software 
distribution system in a per user or per 

machine context.

Web AppUpdate frequency &
Auto-Updates

Client installation package
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empower® Architecture (empower® Cloud)

Company network Corporate Cloud empower® Cloud

empower® 
Web Add-in 

for Office 
Online

empower®
Sync & Add-in 
for MS Office 

(Desktop)

Directory 
synchronisation 

(part of VM)

APIs und
Remote proxy

MS SQL database

HTTPS (Port: 443)

HTTPS (Port: 443)

Customers

Corporate 
Directory Service 
(Azure AD, Okta, 

etc.)



Hosting as a single-tenant SaaS solution in the 
empower® Cloud via Microsoft Azure

 Database (MS SQL Server)
(primary asset and metadata storage)

 Backup
 empower® backend Web Services (REST 

APIs)
(local file system cache for assets and in-
memory cache for metadata)

 empower® Directory Sync
 Reverse Proxy (traffic)

empower® Data Flow Diagramm

Windows- or MacOS-based devices for
Desktop applications

 Microsoft Office® COM Add-Ins
(local file system cache for all meta-data to 
which the current user has access and all 
assets available offline)

 empower® Web App

empower® Backend Device infrastructure of the customer
Authentication request

empower® Authentication Token

Authentication Token incl. Claims

Forward to Authentication Provider

REST API calls (Metadata1) & Asset1

Metadata1 & Assets1

User metadata &
Information on group membership

1) Assets are uploaded content files, i.e. files that can theoretically be used without empower® (presentations, documents, images, etc.);
Metadata are all structured data stored in empower®, e.g. element information (element author last modification date, ...), folder structure, permission information, user data, etc.).
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2
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The entire data traffic is transferred during the
encrypted (https (TLS) on port 443)

Hosting in Microsoft Azure’s Cloud environment

 Identity Provider (AD, Azure)

Identity infrastructure of the customer
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Data Flow by components: empower® Backend

Data type Direction Protocol/Port
Encrypted 
transmission/
Storage

Storage

User Profile Data & Identity Provider UIDs In- / Outbound1) HTTPS 443 yes/yes SQL Server

Identity Provider Claims Inbound HTTPS 443 yes/yes SQL Server

empower® REST API Anfragen Inbound HTTPS 443 yes/yes SQL Server/n/a

Content (metadata) In- / Outbound HTTPS 443 yes/yes SQL Server

Content (Assets) In- / Outbound HTTPS 443 yes/yes SQL Server, cached on Application 
Server

LetsEncrypt automatic certificate provisioning (optional) In- / Outbound HTTPS 443 yes/no Application Server

Type
Windows services hosted on-premise or in the cloud on a Windows Server-based VM or a physical server

Context
Azure hosting from empower® or customer's own servers (on-premise or cloud hosting)

1) Some user profile data is synchronised on clients for user-related functions (user search, permissions, etc.)



Data Flow by Components: empower® Desktop Add-Ins
Type
COM-based add-ins for the desktop versions of Microsoft Office® under Windows and macOS, including an application for offline synchronisation and data access ("empower® 
sync")

Context
Customer-owned desktop devices

Data type Direction Protocol/Port
Encrypted 
transmission/
Storage

Storage

Authentication Flow (Kerberos, NTLM oder web-basiert) In- / Outbound HTTPS 443 yes/yes Windows Credential Store, macOS 
Keychain

empower® REST API Anfragen Outbound HTTPS 443 yes/not applicable not applicable

User profile data & empower® UIDs Inbound HTTPS 443 yes/partial Device memory

Content (metadata) In- / Outbound HTTPS 443 yes/no Device memory

Content (Assets) In- / Outbound HTTPS 443 yes/no Device memory
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Security in the Azure-based empower® Cloud

 The empower ® Cloud is based on the Microsoft Azure 
platform and uses the latest technologies and security 
standards to keep all customer data secure.

 Each customer has its own Azure resources and all customer 
data is processed and stored exclusively in Microsoft Azure 
Data Centres.

 Each customer data is saved in the Netherlands data centres 
and protected under the European GDPR data regulations 
All content in the cloud is only accessible through secure 
authentication.

 All data entering and leaving the cloud is transmitted using 
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) technology. All data stored in the 
cloud is encrypted at rest.

 And all data is backed up within the Azure cloud and region.

How secure is your data in the 
empower® Cloud?

 Only a few technical empower® admins have access to the empower® Cloud to perform important 
maintenance and support tasks.

 empower® takes strict measures to protect all customer data from inappropriate access or use by 
unauthorised persons.

 All accesses by empower® admins are protected via MFA and are logged.

Who can view my data at empower?

 Microsoft has extremely high security standards and many security-related certificates (as outlined on 
the next slide).

 It is very likely that your organisation has already approved the use of Microsoft Online Services, which 
makes it easier to get internal approval for the empower® Cloud.

 For more details on Microsoft Azure security, please visit the Microsoft Azure Trustcenter.

How secure is the Microsoft Azure Cloud?





Folder permissions within empower

empower has its own authorisation system that enables fine-grained access control per 
folder within the empower library. Users with administrator rights can assign rights to 
individual users or user groups.

To support this feature, empower synchronises its own database with the user and 
group directory of our Azure AD tenant so the empower add-ins can search for any 
user or user group when assigning rights. Adding or removing users from groups is 
also possible via our Azure AD tenant.

During installation, empower is set up to synchronise only those users and groups that 
have been implemented in our Azure AD tenant with empower. This way, no 
unnecessary users or groups will ever be synchronised into the empower database.



empower® activation

empower® ensures with an integrated software activation that all users in the 
company receive a licence. The activation process takes place as follows:

 Each client (PC) activates automatically on the empower® activation server at 
defined intervals, e.g. every 30 days. The user can work with one licence on 
different devices.

 The following information is stored on the activation server:
SID (Active Directory ID), login name, product, version number, activation date of 
licence, expiration date of licence.

 If a client does not reactivate itself after an interval, its licence is available again. 
This way, other users can take over the licence if an employee leaves the company.

 If all licences are exhausted, the next client will receive a notification that no more 
licences are available when trying to activate. In this case, please contact us so that 
we can extend your licence quota.



Rights concept in 
empower®
In empower® there is at least one CD Admin who has access to 
the customising button. With the customising button, the CD 
Admin can add further CD Admins or delete existing Admins. In 
addition to the CD Admin function, there are the following 
rights, which are defined for each folder in the library:

 Administrator: can edit content, adjust folder structures 
and assign rights for the folder

 Editor: can edit content and optionally also the folder 
structure

 Author: can only add content and edit own content, 
content of other users as well as the folder structure 
cannot be adjusted

 Reader: can only read and open the content

All rights can be defined in the empower® application.

User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

User 6

User 7

User 8



Encryption

Encryption of data in transit

The entire data flow between the client (which enables synchronisation and the add-ins on Windows and macOS or 
the web library and the team bot) is done via an encrypted HTTPS connection. This includes authentication as well 
as the upload and download of all content data.

Encryption of data at rest

If empower is hosted on-premises or in your own cloud environment, empower does not enforce any particular 
type of encryption at rest. Any measures for transparent encryption of data at rest that are available in your 
infrastructure (e.g. hard disk encryption) should be compatible with empower.

When hosted in our empower cloud, all data is encrypted at rest using Service-Managed Transparent Data 
Encryption1 at the database level and Azure Disk Encryption2 for the application server(s).

All encryption at rest is done at the database or application server level. empower does not currently support 
column-level encryption or bring-your-own-key encryption scenarios. Due to the way the empower backend works 
(e.g. transparent indexing, splitting and merging of content data), these are not technically feasible or would not 
provide additional security if implemented.

1 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/transparent-data-encryption-tde-overview

2 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/disk-encryption-windows


